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It is still believed that none of the schematically-depicted details included in these

drawings represented "new matter." Nevertheless, in view of the Examiner's conclusion that

the skilled in artisan would consider a depiction of a motor as having bearings to be "new

matter," it is propose to delete the bearings from the drawings. In addition, in view of the

Examiner's comments regarding the flange for attaching the gear box and the various

brushes and conducting rings, it is proposed to delete these elements from the drawings,

even though all are standard elements of the type of motor described.

Even though elements of the original amended drawings have been deleted, it is still

respectfully submitted that they correct reissuable errors in the original disclosure. These

errors include:

I. failure to depict clutch CLIOI, a rotational field generating structure, field

windings or permanent magnets on the field generating structure, and

armature, which are all described in the specification of the patent' and were

erroneously omitted from the drawings of U.S. Patent No. 5,547,433 (with

clutch CLlOl being a claimed element and therefore essential ), and

II. inclusion of UlOl and B103, which are depicted in the original drawings but

not described in the specification of U.S. Patent No. 5,547,433, and therefore

were deleted in the original amended drawings.

Thus, the proposed new drawing elements correct the reissuable errors in the original

drawings and at the same avoid any possible new matter even under the Examiner's

extremely narrow interpretation ofnew matter.

See, e.g,,coL 4, lines 17-27 of the *433 patent: . .For the case ofAC power generation output functions, the

electromagnetic coupling device Ml01 is employed as an electrical machine with ACpowergeneratingfunctions and made up

ofa permanent magnet or winding excited, variablefrequencyfield type ofelectrical device, or a brushed alternator type of
electrical device, armature winding being commonly installed with the conducting ringsforAC output and with the

commutatorsforDC input/output, as a result ofwhich theAC output can be a variablefrequency output ora constantfrequency

output depending on the engine constant speed control
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Because the latest drawing amendments merely delete elements specifically objected-

to by the Examiner, it is respectfully submitted that the amendments do not raise "new

issues," and therefore that the drawing amendments should be entered and the application

expeditiously passed to issue.

Having thus overcome the sole remaining requirement made in the Official Action,

withdrawal of the rejections and expedited passage of the application to issue is requested.
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